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Edward M. Skinner, loft, Plant Manager for tho now Vanderbilt Chemical Company
facility and Jon R. Norco. Resident Project Manager, look over this construction which is
underway on the main process building. The company manufactures • proprietary lino of
products for the rubber and petrol•uni Indust rim. This new facility will greatly increase the
production capacity of th• company.
(Staff Photo by Ed Collie)
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This is an aerial view of part of the now Vanderbilt Chemical Company plant. The now facility Is located lust oast of Highway 641 North near the county
fangs. At the top of the picture is the old Poor Farm Road.
(Staff Aerial Photo by Ed Collie)

Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
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In Murray and
Calloway County
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Circulation
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And In County

United Press International

Reg.
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4-H Rally Day
Held Saturday

In Our 91st Year

Attempted Breakin Is
Reported To Police

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, April 28, 1970

101 Per Copy

Vol. LXXXXI No. 100

Nuell McNutt
Retires From
Fire Bet.

Ouachi Young of 101 Ash
Street, Murray, reported an atCanoWsi Calogy bud its an- temptei: breakin at his house
and 411 Sadty_pgy kit Satur- trailer yesterday, but nothing
day at the Calloway County was reported missing, according
High School. The main purpose to the report made to the MurFire Captain Nuell McNutt re
of rally day was to allow the ray Police Department.
tired from the Murray Fire DeYoung
said
the
window
was
various 4-H club members to
partment yesterday after fourpresent their main points of in- broken out on the north side teen years service with the deterest to the people of the corn- of the house trailer, the screen partment. He also served for
and a big rock
was torn
tatinitY•
two years on the Murray Police
There were three general wee on the floor. The report Department.
Usited Pr... Istormseismal
areas of competition: home eco- to the police was made at 11:17
The Cancer Committee of the
nomics, speech, and agriculture. a. m. Monday.
In observance of his retireDelta Department of the MurTwo stereo speakers were reKentucky: Chance of a few
In the field of speech, the
ment, fellow Firemen gave Capray Woman's Club urges citi- thunderstorms becoming localjunior and senior divisions were ported stolen by Roy Hill. The tain McNutt a
Earl
T.
Osborn,
Justice
of
the
zens to participate generously ly severe today. Considerable
dinner at Rudy's
the two main areas. However, police report said the speakers Restaurant
and presented him Kentucky Court of Appeals, will in the drive which is currently cloudiness today becoming partthe junior division was divided were discovered stolen on April with a
be
the
guest speaker at a Nat- under way in Calloway County.
plaque commemorating
ly cloudy tonight and Wednesbetween the ages nine through 25 at nine p. m.
his fourteen years with the de- ional Law Day Banquet to be
Mrs Aubrey Hatcher, chair- day with widely scattered show13.
held at the Colonial House man of the committee, said that
partment.
ers or thunderstorms. ContinuWinners and champions in
Smorgasbord Friday, May 1 at Last year's drive was very suced warm. Highs today in the
each category are as follows:
7 p.m.
cessful and expressed the hope 80s, lows tonight mid 50a and
Girls public speaking, nine
Boy Scout Troop 77 camped
that the combined county and
Captain McNutt recalled some
mid 60s.
year olds, Gail Tucker, blue and
this past weekend at the Land
of the more serious fires in the
Also attending the buffet din- city volunteer workers would
champion; Jo Beth Norwood,
Between the Lakes and near
history of /Luny. He listed the ner will be members of the receive the same generous supEXTENDED OUTLOOK
blue; 11 year olds, Diane RhodLake Energy.
A traffic collision was investi- First Christian Church fire on Calloway County Bar Associat- port this year.
Kenfor
outlook
Extended
a, blue and champion; 12 year gated by the Murray Police De- November 17,
In addition to the regular
Working with Mrs. Hatcher, tucky Thursday through Satur1056 where fire- ion, officials of Murray State
Olds, Cindy Garrison, blue and partment on Monday at 12:31 men fought the
camping fun, the scouts workblaze for ten University, distingaished guests chairman, are Mrs W. J. Gib- day:
champion; Carolyn Scott, blue; p.m. No injuries were reported. hours; Ellis
ed on two conservation proPopcorn Company, from the Western Kentucky son, Mrs. Whit Imes, Mrs. Wells
Scattered showers and a few jects. Under the direction of
and Dianne Harrison blue; 13
Cars involved were a Cortina January 1, 1956, six hours; the area, and pre-law students from Purckim, Sr., Mrs. Charles Merthundershowers Thursday a n d
year olds Suzette Hughs, blue two door owned by Joe A. Ross fire which destroyed
cer, Mrs. Graves Sledd, and Mrs Friday. Fair Saturday. Warm TVA Forester, Scott Seiher, the
the A at P Murray State University.
9Couts planted 2100 pine seedIn the senior girls division, Ka- and driven by Paul Anderson Store, Sears and One
Myrtle
Wall.
The
drive
is
to
Hour MartThursday becoming a little cool- lings in an area ravaged by a
Ross of Murray Route Two, and inizing, January 21, 1960, seven
The Woolsack Club, the pre oontiate throughout the month er Friday and Saturday. Highs tornado seasons ago. Seiber exa Buick two door owned by hours; Thurmond Coal and
law organization at Murray State of April.
In the 80s Thursday and in the plained to the scouts how the
James Vance and driven by Da- Feed, March 3, 1960, aix hours;
Friday and Saturday. Low trees would provide cover, proUniversity,
70s
the
is
sponsoring
vid Artell Nance of Farmington Outland Tobacco Barn, Janutemperatures in the 50s and tection to the wildlife and soil
banquet.
Total
cost
per
pers.
Route One.
ary 14, 1963, fourteen hours; is
60s Thursday and Friday and in and Ater control.
$3.25. Tickets may be purcnNance was coming out of the Varsity Tbeatre fire, March 31
aired from any member of the
the mid 40s to mid 5Cs SaturThe second project was the
parking lot by the field house 1964 with the temperature at
club; or, in the lobby of the
day.
making ,a right hand .turn and 13 below zero, eighteen hours;
Student Union. Building and Ir. Professors at Murray State
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 360.6, (Continued on Page Eight)
collided with the Ross car go- Kelly Pest Coptrol, January 1,
the office of the Dean in ne University attended tile foreign up 0.6; below dam 32C ", up 1.4,
incsouth on North 14th Street, 1967, seven hours and approxi
language conference held in six gates open.
according to ,the police report. mately 2000 other fires of vary- School of Business al. Mom, tarnsistesa. •
Barkley Lake, 7 a, in. 360.6, up
State University
Damage to the Ross car was ing degrees.
• Boris A. Schiel who teaches 0.6; belbw dun 325.4, up 1.2.
•
on the right front and side and
Russian at .Murray State read Rainfall in past 24 hours—.85"
Captain McNutt also pointed
to the Nance car On the left
Sunrise 6:06 sunset 7:43.
his paper, "The Superflupus
out that the Murray Fire Defront and side.
Moon rose 1:35 a. m.
Man in Russian Literature", at
The annual homecoming will
Mrs. Hugh Oakley in yesterday
Another traffic accident re- partment was chosen as one
the conference. Schiel heti
be held at the Temple Hill Unitand glad to have her son haat port was filed for Saturday.
of the top ten departments in
taught foreign languages in
ed Methodist Church on Sunhome from Viet Nam.
Involved were a 1967 Ford Kentucky in 1969 and hos
America for ten years and the
FREE PUPPIES
day, May 3, with preaching serpickup driven by Billy D. Mit- proud he was to be a membei
vices at 11 a.m.
The regular ladies day golf last five years at Murray State.
Bost weather forecast we ever chell of Murray Route One, and of the department.
State
Other
professMi.rray
Free part German Shepherd "Dinner will be served at noon
heard. The TV announcer this a 1969 Chevrolet two door hardMembers of the department will be held at the Oaks Counmorning said there was a poss- top owned by Kathy Gearding, wished Captain McNutt "a Ions try Club on Wednesday, Apni ors at the meeting were Dr. puppies, one month old, are killowed by singing in the at.
Bertrand L Ball and Mrs. Su- tree to someone for pets. For Wrnoon. All quartets and singibility of rain today. While be Embassy Apartments, Murray, and joyful retirement as well as 29. at nine a.m.
zanne M. Keeslar, representing information call 753-8088.
ers are invited to attend.
was making the announcement
his friend Roy Lassiter who re
Marilyn Adkins, phone 753 the French group, and Dr.
we were having a gully washer. (Continued on Pone Bight)
tired last year".
7722. is the golf hostess.
James A. Parr, the Spanish
group.
Granddaughter has learned to

Earl T. Osborn
Law Day Speaker

cer,

WEATHER REPORT

Troop 11 Camps
Near Lake Energy

No Injuries Reported
In Traffic Collision

language Professors
At Lexington Meet

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

May Fellowship Day Will'Be
Held At First Christian Church

walk, after a fashion. She takes
off in all directions at once in
varying degrees of control. She
gets to where she wants to go
however.
We aro about ready for some
sun
A Towhee in the Black Gum,
sounding off with his call which
indicates he's at peace with the
WOrld. He also has an alarm
call.
The Blue Jay's alarm call is
familier, however it also has a
clear bell tone that is not in
(Continued on Pans Eight)

MK.

The following persons have
bit their drivers licenses according to the list released aY
the Department of Public Safety to the Traffic *afety CoordConftnitiee: C. M
inating
74:Broach; Murray; J.. It.',13111c.,
Murray; and H. N. Jewell, Murray.

Tax Rate Must Decrease To
Produce Same Revenue As '69

The May general meeting of
the Murray Woman's Club will
C
belub
a hdoiunsnee.r to be held Monday
00 at the
evening, May 4, at 0:,
A special guest will be Mrs.
H. K. Stewart, First District
Vice-Governor, who will install
h I1970-710for
newly elected
elec
the
club
Mrs. Bethel Richardson is the
new president; Mrs. Matt Sparkman, first vice-president; Mrs.
0. B. Boone, Jr., second vicepresident; Mrs. John Gregory,
recording secretary; Mrs. Tho
map, Brown, corresponding secretary;treasurer.andMrs. Purdom Outland,
Reservations for the dinnet
must be placed by Friday, May
Mayor Mobile*
mingratutirtos Firs Captain Winn McNutt on 10.s.fourtean soess...
.with the ..dapartmenl—chair
-mirvito with thit -litruiray Pins Department. Captain McNutt
retired from the department
Hostesses for the dinnei
yesterday. At the loft Is Piro Chief Ftayil -Robertson. Other City Firemen
meeting will be the Sigma De
gather around
P. offer their conarattilations. Roy Lassitof, third from the right,
retired last voile.
-* PaNnent And the Music Deriert
merit.
(Photo by Tubbs)

sm.

The recent county-wide increase in tax assessment as requi:ed by the Department of
Revenue will not produce any
increase in school revenue for
the 1970-71 school year according to Calloway County School
Superintendent Bill Miller.
The increased assessment
merely decreases the school tax
rate in Calloway County. House
Bill I froze the amount of revenue a local district could collect. Consequently, as the assessment increases the tax rate
decreases to produce the same
amount of revenue as was produced the previous year. For
example:
Assessment
Revenue
Rate
.36c
$18.00
5,000
Increased
Assessment
.18c
$10,000
$18.0(i
The re-assessment over Calloway County will result in
some property owners having to
pay additional taxes, at t h e
same time, many other property owners who did not receive
notices from the tax assessor's
office will have a reduction in
taxes due to the tax rate being
lowered.
There are many people who
think the County School System
will receive additional revenue
due to the increased assessment,
Miller said, however, this is not
the case. Actually, Superintendent Miller concluded, the
county-wide increase will cost
the Calloway County School System approximately $19,000 in
required local effort funds in
order to participate in the Minimum Foundation Program for
the '70-'71 school year.
Our required local effort Is
based on the total assessment
of our district and not on the
amount of revenue collected, he
said.

May Fellowship Day will
celebrated by the Church Women United in Murray at the
First Christian Church on FriThe Derby Day Dinner Dance day, May 1, from ten a.m. to 12
will be held at the Calloway noon.
County Country Club on SaturThis is a potluck, picnic style
day, May 2.
luncheon to be served in the
on
be
The winners circle will
fellowship hall. Beverages will
the terrace at 6:30 p.m. and the be provided by the Ladies Serdinner by "Country Kitchen" of vice committee at the church
Union City, Tenn., will be servThe May day celebration is
Members of the Senior Citied at 7:30 pm. bancing will +e traditional with church women zens Club will meet Friday, May
from nine p.m. to one a.m.
across the Country. Emphasis is 1, at noon for the regular meetThe cost will be 610.00 per stressed on the creative and ing and potluck luncheon at the
club
couple. Members of the
healing relations that can be Community Center, Ellis Drive.
and guests are invited. Make generated among—peoples of
Mjur. Hurt will be the guest
reservations by Friday, May 1. every community, a CWU spok- speaker. Officers for the ensuCol. and Mrs. Gary Pugh will esman said.
ing year will be elected and inbe chairmen for the dance. The
stalled. Mrs. Jessie Houston
planning committee it compos- -This year's theme, "Dissolve Roane will be the installing ofthe
Distance
Bill
Mesdames
Between"
is. de- ficer and. will be assisted (4
ed of Messrs and
to help close the gaps, Mrs.
Holt, Bill Hine, ,,Don Keller,
Norman Klapp. ,
r educational, generatChad Stewart, and Max Tucker.
Decorations will be by Messrs ional, 16etIt racial or. cultural
This will be an important
perpetrate Mititunder- meeting and all members are
and Mesdames Harold Hopper, which
3. R. Ammons, Hunt Smock, and .•
urged to attend. Visitora_mi__
(Continued on Page Eight)
.
Raymond P. Wright.
ivelcome:

Senior Citizens Club
Plans Luncheon Meet

slat
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WATERLAND GROUP
TO TOUR AREA

BAD NOOSE?

PUBLISH= by LIDGZI & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY
0011Kili4atkm of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway
Times. ant
The Times-Herald. October 30, IBM and the West Kentuckia
n
January 1. 190.
leg N. elk Sneak Murray, Leateeky 01/71
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISH=
We reserve the right to reject any Advertng. Letters to the Editor
or Public Voice steam wnicte In our opinion. are not for the Imo
interest of our readers.
NATIONAL IIRPRZEIENTATIVIII.-WALLACI WITIIMIR 00.. lin
&Menaces Asa, Memphis. Tann., Time & lafe Bldg.. New York. N.Y.
bumion000la Side, Detroit. Mich

Commissioner
Miller
on
Kentucky
Agriculture

Members of Kentucky's Western Waterland will wage in a
motorcade tour of the Kentucky
Lake - Lake Barkley tourism
attractions and facilities on May
14, according to plans made at
Entered Daily at the Poet Office. Murray. Kentucky, for
the regular board meeting of the
transmission as Second Class Matter
economic tourism organization by J. Robert (Bob) Milkr
on
Monday night at Ken-Lake
5IJB8L;IPTION RATZSrBy Carrier in Murray, per week 350. pa
Lodge.
Mania its.a. in Catioway and acUouung counties, per year. MAO.
Smith Broadbent, Cadiz chair- Deal Cautiously With Itinerant
Zunis 1 es A. elinti; &needle/ UAW. All service subsc.riptio
na
man of the planning committee
Custom Painters
•irbe Umasaadiag Carle *met el a Gemsaaalsy h tie
said that all of the organization
laiegelty f II. Newmaser"
members are invited to participa- Farmers and property owners
te as well as other interested wanting to paint their homes
TUESDAY - APRIL Ma litIO
persons. The tour will start at or other buildings should be careSIDEWALKS NEEDED
Kaintuck Territory on U. S. 641 ful as to who they get to do the
and will end at the multi-million job.
dollar Lake Barkley Lodge now Spring and early summer bring
HE need for sidewalks on Chestnut Street between the uniIn the final stages of construc- an influx of traveling operators
versity and the !Mopping centers was graphically illustrated
tion located on the east side of offering fast service and bargain
NEM 0111111
Lake Barkley and north of Cadiz. rates. Too often their paint bias
Saturday when four persons were struck by automobiles in two
/ UAW
The annual membership meeting last only until the first hardrain.
separate incidents.
will
be
held
at
the
Lake
Barkley
After June 18, custom paint
Motorists have to use extreme care along Chestnut Street
Locke. Other
details of the sprayers will be regulated throuand even with this care their efforts are not always successfuL
motorcade stops and program
meg
gh a licensing act administeredi
Parts of Chestnut Street are not lighted well and the highly
will be announced in a few days,,
by the Kentucky Department oft
according to Broadbent.
travelled street is none too wide either.
Agriculture. While the holding
Reservations for the tour may
Literally hundreds et students walk the short distance to
of a license will be no guarantee
be made with any of the direcof quality work, the property Bur T1* ORIGINAL
the shopping centers from the dormitory complex and there are
tors of Kentucky's Western Wat.
owner will have more of a recono sidewalks for them to walk on.
erland, Inc. E. R. Netherland,
rd if he needs to seek recourse
Princeton and Woodrow Coots,
They should be protected by sidewalks and curbs.
for poor workmanship.
University of Kentucky Resource
Fortunately none of the injured students were seriously hurt.
To issue words of caution In
-Development Specialists are asregard to custom paint spray opIlltUSH
This was good fortune, since any or all of them could have been
sisting with the tour plans.
rr
erators is not to say that there
killed.
Among other projects and proON!
are no legitimate operators ava.
grams being supported and partIt would be senseless to wait until someone is killed before
liable. Most every city or commWASH
icipated in as presented in the
1
action is taken.
RUST Z7.11;
unity will have operators who
business meeting of the board of will
OFF!
do
a
good
job and will offer
We have long urged that sidewalks be constructed along
kai
directors last Monday night inreferences.
Chestnut Street from the University east to the shopping areas
ham 41 bees its voirkt rest
cluding sport and boat shows,
The licensing act was designcroppie festival . amphitheater ed
akeqr-the street.
sale price $1.49
to protect these sincere and
programs,
future
brochure
plaIt is our hope that university and state officials will give
reputable operators as well as
ns, "September Feat", etc.
STARKS HARDWARE
the customers. A farmer or home
this matter their immediate attention to correct a need a( long
Richard Douglas, Chairman of owner is
approached by a custom
standing.
Kentucky's Western Waterlands, operator,
By Nevyle Shackelford
BY
they should ask for
presided at the business meeting. reference
s and proof of responLONEL TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
LEXINGTON, Ky. - Because
sbility in the event the job later
of the toothlike lobes on its leavproves nneatiefactory.
FRANKFORT, Ky. - It may or to which the registrant shall be es, the ubiquitous and
terribly
In other worth, there are enoumay not be a coincidence but this transferred for classification
1.11DOKR & TIMES Fill
efficient dandelion derives its
gh reputable operators around
week's mail included letters fr- Q. I am 19 years old and en- name from a corruptioo of FrA representative of the Small without sometane being
Deaths reported are F. N. Kennerly, age 90, and Luna Rose
taken in by
om northern and western Kentuc- rolled in a theological school. ench "dent-de-lion" which means Business Administration will
Phelps. age 12.
be a "fly-by-nighter" who does a
ky with respect to possible fav- Will I be deferred from the lion's tooth.
at that Agency's part-time office poor job and then moves onto
New officers of the Calloway Branch of the Association For
his
* JANE FONDA
oritism shown to registrants who draft?
It goes by other names too - in the City Hall on the Second next victim. When this happens,
Chfldbood Education are Mrs. Eureta Henning, Mrs. Rue Overby,
A, In Class IV-D shall be plac- names ranging from terse epithe- Floor, Paducah, Kentucky,
are relatives of local draft board
* GIG YOUNG
cz)
Mrs. Jape Taylor, and Mrs. MavLs McCamish.
on not only does the owner lose his
members.
ed any registrant who is a stu- ts or Irritated lawmakers to May 7, as announced by R. B.
Mrs. Harry Hampsher presented the program at the meeting
money,
but
he
loses
dollars
that
The Selective Service Regular. dent preparing for the ministry more quaint titles like blowball, Blankenship, SBA Regional Dirof the You* Women's Sunday School Class of the First Baptist
could have gone to a local operadons contain a safeguard Mich under the direction of a recogni- cankerwort, fortune-teller
ector. The office, operated on a tor who pays taxes to
Church held it the home of Mrs. Harold Hopper.
support
prevents favoritism being shown sed church or religious organisa- yellow gowan, horse gowan,
wen semi-monthly basis every first his local schools and governmen
The Coldwater Twin-State baseball team won over Salem 15 to 10.
t.
to any registrant who is related tion and who is satisfactorily Irish daisy.
and third Thursday, will be open
Joe Mikes was the winning pitcher.
While spring is the season of
to a person serving on the local pursuing a full-time course Offil•
But by whatever name and to from 900 a.m. to 3 p.m.
the itinerant custom painters,
board. To our knowledge, the struction in a recognized theolog- most homeowners, this tenacious
In order to determine credit similar caution is to be
used
few allegations of possible favor- ical or divinity school.
and hardy European import with eligibility requirements for SBA whena home owner is approachitism to registrants who have a
-yellow flowers and dark green loan programs, it is suggested ed by an itinerant termite control
relative serving on alocel board, Q. I am an alien registrant. I rosettes now preempting many that the businessm
LEDGER & TIN= FILE
en bring with operator. Here again, there are
upon Investigation have been pro- served in the Philippine Army, lawns across the United States, them a recent financial
statement legitimate, licensed operators
yen to be untrue. In our opinion Will I be drafted?
is a bane to their existence. -or balance sheet of the business who will give references. If the"
laugh
Dr. Henry H. Hill, president of George Peabody College, Nash- this impeccable record is eviden- A. When an alien registrant
There is a host of weedldllees and a profit and loss statement home owners does not know the
ville, Tenn., will be the principal speaker at the 27th annual comm- ce of the integrity of individuals has served on active duty after on the market that will settle for the previous full year. This operator personally
,
he
should
,
5 WALT DISNEY .."
encement exercises at Murray State College. More than 350 seniors who serve without pay on the June 24, 1948 for a period of not the dandelion's hash, but as any- Information pertains to establish- Investigate before signing
a conlocal boards in this state. Be- less than 18 mouths in the Armed one who have ever attempted ed businesses. However,
are expected to receive diplomas.
anyone
tract
or entering into an agree
Deaths reported are Mrs. Larry Kerley, age 36, and Charlie cause of the similarity of ques- Forces of a nation certified by to grow a pretty lawn will attest, Interested in establishing a new meat for a control job.
tions we are using the one with the Department of State to be a
It will ultimately come back. business is encour aged to consult In this time of high tenni
kaglin. age 82.
5
nation with which the UnitedStat- Through the use of herbicides with this representative as well costs, consumers
Rev. Wendell H. Race, minister of the Memorial Baptist Church, signature.
want to make
will deliver the baccalaureate sermon at the Lynn Grove High School Q. A neighbor's son has just es is associated in mutual defen- and diggers, it can be controlled, as other businessmen who are in their dollars go just
as
far
as they
registered for the draft. His unc- se activities and which grants
on May 14.
but not banished entirely from need of financial advice or assis- will. One way to do this is to al- 0
New officers of the Home Department of the Murray Woman's le is a member of the draft boa- exemption from training and ser- the premises.
tance.
ways
deal with individuals or fir- e
Club are Mrs. Noel Melugin, chairman, Mrs. J. A. Outland, vice- rd. Will he act on his nephew's vice in its Armed Forces to citiAlthough often a pest, the dare
ms having actahlished reputatioclassification?
chairman, and Mrs. G. T. Lilly, secretary-treasurer.
zens of the United States who delion is not all bad. In spring on the vagaries of wind and In- ns for quality
service.
sects for pollination.
A. No member of a Selective have served on active
.0
duty alter dandelion greens, when blanched, Reviewing
.0
the life cycle of the
Service local board shall act on June 24, 1948, for a period of
not chilled, and ser ved up with(frees- dandelion, an Extension horticulthe case of a registrant who is a less than 18 months, the
The camel is the chief support
subject log, make tasty salads. When turist once concluded that becaufirst cousin or closer relation qualifies for exemption from
of nomadic life in Arabia.
Ira- fried in butter, thoeblossoms tas- se of its hardiness, tenacity,
and
either by blood or marriage or Wing and service under
141,0i,18
1
Section te like mushrooms. A tea made reproduction
8
1 ,
80
1
100
.
00
* ••
capabilities, it
adoption. If because of this pro- 1622.40 of the Selective
00000000000000000000
Service from the roots, according to stands a good chance of eventuavision a majority of the local Regulations, You should
request herb doctors, makes an excellent lly inheriting the earth. With
For to be carnally minded is death; but to be spiritually minded board cannot act on the case a certificate
this
Saudi Arabia's proven oil reconcerning your spring tonic and a blood purifier. statement,
no doubt, many lawn.- serves
Is life and peace.- Romans 8:6.
of the registrant, the local board military service from your
are estimated at 50 billion
according to legend, juice makers and gardeners
Then,
counwill whole- 1:iarrels.
The sinner must pay the wages of death, but the pure in heart will request the State Director try's diplomatic
WV l.A.A.A.AJOUV
mission in Wa. pressed from the golden yellow heartedly agree.
find peace and life everlasting.
00000000000000000000u
to designate another local board shington, D. C. or from
000000000onewu-krulnituln
the near- flowers, can be turned into an
est coasular's office of your co. exhilarating liquid which has
untry. The consular's office, af- been called "summer caught and
000000000000000000000
admiring members of the farce,
SGT. 011K
ter verification of your military stoppered in a bottle." This pro"He's now In charge Of
service
will
forward
fermentati
a
on
home
was
of
duct
certificate
FRANCISCO (UP!)-. station security," said a desk by United Press International written in English
SAN
evidencing once a staple of Americana and
WSM-TV
WLAC-TV
WSIX-TV
Policemen at Mission Station sergeant.
such service to your local board. still conjured up memories of
Chasse 4
Cleanest 5
Charm& e
Today
is
Tuesday, April 28, Upon receipt of
were presented with a sqbealthis certificate, shaded parlors and pretty girls
the 118th day of 1970 with 247 to
TUESDAY EVENING PR6GRAMS
pig Wednesday by Joe
lag
the local board will consider you in crinoline.
follow.
Wthr.; Sports News; Wthr. foods
Sots
i he Houston Astrodome playNigro, a station neighbor. The
for the lowest classification for
Weans of JelennIeLancer
6
dandelion
other
has
The Mod Saved
virThe
The moon is in its last
animal was immediately ing field is 25 feet below ground
AO Debbie Reynolds Lancer
The MM.Soued
which you are eligible. The De- tues too. When roasted and grouquarter.
7 :30 June
The nied Skelton Show Movie:
Sergeant
Oink by level.
dubbed
partment of State has certified nd, its roots make a fair sub"Deventer of the
The evening stars are Mercu8
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Cubs Win 11th Straight
Monday; Phils Edge LA

NEW
(UPI)- Wilt
YORK
to the
went
Chamberlain
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) movies Monday night and made
the New York Knicks pay the The State Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources reported
price of omission.
edged Los Angeles, 4-3, Ths
By VITO STELLINO
Coach Joe today with water levels becoming
Los Angeles
Montreal at San Diego game
UPI Sports Writer
Mullaney, after trying all day nearly stationary in most lakes,
the
out. In
rained
was
to get film clips of the Lakers' fishing for crappie, white bass
The Chicago Cubs are only American League, Washington
Opening game loss, finally and black bass Is rated good to
hoping it's a good omen. They edged Milwaukee, 6-5, in 10
landed a reel an hour before excellent.
The lake-by-lake rundown:
won their 11th straight game Innings, Cleveland downed Minthe game.
Cumberland -Cropple good to Monday night.
nesota, 5-1, and Boston topped
Chamberlain watched half the
The significance is that the Oakland, 4-3.
film and then walked out excellent in all sections; black
Scatter Nine Hits
saying: "I know how the rest of bass fair to good by casting, fly last time they won 11 straight
it turned out." He also strode fishing and jigging; fair white was in 1945. And those long- Rick Wise and Joe Boerne;
away feeling he hadn't played bass in south fork; tributaries suffering Cub fans can't forget scattered nine hits as the Phili
as badly as he thought when he clear to murky and main lake that's the last time they won beat the Dodgers. Wise lasted- :6 1-3 innings and Hoerner
allowed WflJ13 Reed to pop his muddy. Rising slowly at 60 to the pennant,
64.
Of course, they remember finished up. Don Sutton took the
shots from the outside.
Herrington - Black bass good even better the last time they loss. Wise singled in the run it
• Reed may have been lulled
by Chamberlain's preference to by casting and Jigging at night; lost the pennant. That happened the fourth that gave the Phils a
guard the basket rather than bluegill in heads of creeks; Dix last year. That's why the Cubs 9-0 lead and it stood up for the
Pursue the Knick pivotman. The River muddy and full; upper sec- tried not to get too excited deciding run.
New York team captain conti- tion muddy, remainder clear to when they beat the Pittsburgh Reggie Smith's solo homer in
Pirates 1-0 for their 11th the eighth cracked a 3-3 tie and
nued to shoot from the outside murky and stable at 60.
gave Boston its victory over
and it worked for the first Barren Reservoir -Crappie straight.
The Cubs scored their only Oakland. Vicente Romo, who
quarter as he scored 13 points. good in lower section at about 1
But Chamberlain held Reed to foot depth; big black bass in run on an error and were allowed nine hits, went eight
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Ramos had given up seven he gave in too easily at said.. "1 had my heart in every
earned runs for an ERA of 7,56 contract time. He is completely single game."
this season. He was replaced on familiar with his figures last Roe Swoboda is that way too.
We
We Do All Types of Painted
52 Nobody
the roster by Jim Hannan, who year-- a .235 batting average,
with the Mets has any
is
nine
and
homersRBI's
and
Signs and Custom Art
has been on the disabled list.
more spirit or determination
aware that when he said what thee he has.

Twenty Three-Years-Olds Standin
May Start In '70 DeAy
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PAINT SPECIAL!

OUTSIDE WALL PAINT
$4.50 psripi.

MEM ADVERTIZING

Pr ML/111,0G/11

IV 753-8692

$1.98:

LATEX FLAT WALL PAINT
$5.85 wad.

Over 150 Different Patterns To Choose From
Also Sell and Install

by Charles M. Schulz

&LAKE UP, 546

17.'5

TIME TO CRINGE

5EVEN O'CLOCK

All Major Lines of Floor Coverings
and Carpets
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Counts-Letterman Engagement

William B. Miller
Speaker At Meeting
Sigma Department
William B. Miller was the
guest speaker at the meeting
of the Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held on
Monday, April 20, at seven-thirty o'clock in the evening at the
club house.
Miller spoke on -Attitudes"
at the meeting. He is superintendent of the Calloway County
Schools. He was introduced by
the program chairman, Mrs.
Bailey Gore.
Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr, chairman of the department presided. She announced that t ii e
Charity Ball will be sponsored
by the Woman's Club on Saturday, June 8, at the Calloway
County Country Club.
New officers of the department elected for the coming
Year are Mrs. Bailey Gore, chairman, Mrs. Gus Robertson, Jr.
vice-chairman, Mn. Chad Stewart, secretary, and Mn. Virgil
Harris, treasurer.
During the social hour refreshments were served by the
hostesses, Mesdames E. D. Roberts, A, B. Crass, Harry Furchea, Wells Purdom, Jr., and
Ed Overbey.
• ••

Stroganoff Dining
Dinner parties are "in" and
so is beef stroganoff. The taste
is popular, and no wonder,
with tender strips of juicy
beef sirloin steak, resplendent
in sour cream. This entree
gives the hostess an opportunity to tailor it with a personal touch by adding poppy
or caraway feeds,.red-wine or
whole cherry tomatoes.

Catchy Rye
Thick pork chops bake juicy'
and plump when pockets in
the chops are full of savory

,

A

TIMES

lLRRAW, KENTUCKY
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-1-Mrs. Fred Gingles Speaker At Meeting
Of Alpha Department; Officers Elected

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

ing designs in arranging and
stressing the design in color u
a form of art. Her two arrange.
meats, one formal with white
lilacs in a gold leaf container
and an informal of pink dogwood against driftwood draped
with loops of mimosa seeds
were most attractive. A very
useful tip on how to keep limp
stemmed flowers, such as daffodills, from drooping by running a thin wire through the
stems was given. She concluded
her program by reading a story
"Flower Convention" which
amusingly presented each flower in it's own perspective.
Hostesses for the meeting
were Misses Mary Lassiter, Lela Cain, Kathleen Patterson and
Mesdames Leonard Vaughn, J
D. Rayburn and Rue Overby.

Vo Aloff • Vdtr.ea/
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'Television Cartoons For Children With
No Commercials Being Urged By Group

0
1 Voir
60
1`

By JOANNE MANG

president of.ACT and one of the
four
young
mothers
who
NEWTON, Mass. (UY1)-It
founded it in January, 1968.
Act began with an informal
all started with a PTA meeting
Mrs. Fred (Singles
when the subject of television PTA meeting at the Newton
cartcens for children came im. home of one of the bur, Mrs. New officers were elected for
Today, the result of conversa- Stanley (Peggy) Charrea, moth- the coming year at the regular
tions among a small group of er of two.
meeting of the Alpha Departmothers at the meeting has "We started by talking about ment of the Murray Woman's
reached
all
the
way to horror cartoons," said Mrs, Club held on Saturday, April
Washingtou and Involved broad- Sarson. "There were over a 25, twelve noon at the club
•• •
casters and manufacturers of dozen of us.
house.
children's products coast to
"Six months later we were
Mrs. Maurice Christopher,
down to four and we became who served as Vice-Chairman
coast
The issue- "over-commercin the executive committee."
the past year was elected
The group now claims 2.00C Chairman, Mrs. Charles Hinds
ligation" of children's television
Wednesday, April 29
members at $3 each in "almost Vice-Chairman, Mrs. Preston
pres-rams.
The kickoff coffee for the
The mothers at that meeting every state," Mrs. Sarson said. Jones, secretary and Dr. Alberta
at
held
be
will
golf
day
ladies
thought it was time for action There are some business firm Chapman treasurer. They will
nine a.m. at the Calloway Coun- on the
The Waiting Wives Club held
matter and they grants and applications are in be installed in May.
ingolfers,
ty Country Club. All
Mrs. Robert N. Scott, present a dinner meeting at the Brown
organized-Action for Child- for two foundation grants. The
cluding beginners, are urged to
ree's Television (ACT). They Ford
Foundation
denied a Chairman, opened the meeting Derby at Fulton on Saturday
attend.
with a devotion. Roll call and evening.
prorosed that all commercials request for funds.
•• •
The broadcnsters claim minutes of the last meeting
tanned on children's shows
be
Counts
Miss Katie Lou
Honored at the dinner was
The Sigma Delta Chapter of and that all television stations ACT's no - commercial idea were read by Mrs. Preston
Tau Phi Lambda sorority will be required to carry at least 14 would threaten the quality of Jones, secretary, and the trea- Mrs. Marilyn Showman who was
presented a birthday cake by
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Counts, Route Floe, Murray, announce meet at the WOW building at
hours of children's programs what children's shows there are surers report was given by Mrs. the
the engagement and „approaching marriage of their only daugh- 1:30 pm.
management at the Brown
Rolf E. P. King.
because
production
costs
weekly.
would
Derby.
•••
ter, Katie Lou, to Kieth Letterman, son of Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
department
to
voted
buy
The
be
too
high
to
be
The Federal Communications
borne by the
Letterman, Route Two, Murray.
Thornier, April 35
a sewing machine and scissors
Crentalssioo (FCC), in an stations.
Those present were Mesdames
The bride-elect is a senior at Calloway County High School.
A Smorgasbord supper will ugprecedented step, asked for
for the sewing class of the
Jan Vance, Betty Baker, Betty
Mr. Letterman is., a graduate of Maquoketa Valley High be served at the Woodmen of
upon
Center,
Douglas
School
republic comment on the suggesPHILADELPHIA (UPI)
School, Delhi, Iowa, and is presently employed at farming.
the World building starting at
ports by Mrs. Henry McKenzie Lawrence, Cheryl Alexander,
The wedding is planned for Friday. June, 28, at seven five p.m. sponsored by Murray ben and will meet after the There will be 158.6 million cars, and Mrs. Rolf King who have Lori Lax, Marilyn Showman,
Judy Scott, Brenda Estes, Ann
o'clock in the evening at the Poplar Spring Baptist Church. All Assembly No. is Order of the April 15 deadline to decide true, and buses regisrered in been active in this project
'whether to propose regulations. the United States by 1990, the
Kelly Dodson, and Debbie Wilrelatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and reWayne
Williams
Mrs.
introstainbow for Girls. Tickets are "There's hope they'll move on' Keystone Auto Club predicts.
liams.
eeption which will follow. Only out of town invitations will be
Gingles
who
Fred
Mrs.
duced
available from My Rainbow to tie proposal stage, but it's
Mrs. Lori Lax will be hostess
This will be a 51.4 per cent presented the program on
Nat
member.
not certain," said Mrs. Christo- increase over the estimated 1969 -Flower Arranging". Her talk for the next meeting to be held
••ei
pher (Evelyn) Sarson, 32, total of 104.7 million.
stuffing. Instead of white and tasty with rye flavor.
was most informative, illustrat- on Friday, May 8, at seven p.m.
'mead, use rye bread cubes for Beef flank and round steaks' The Business and Profentional
a hearty flavor. Sage is a sea- also bake delicious with a Women's Club will have a special meeting at the Woman's
Boning leader for pork chops nippy rye stuffing.
=:=
Club House at seven p.m.
•••
ill
The Young Woman's Association of the Blood River Baptist Association will have its
quarterly meeting at the Flint
Baptist March.
•••
Friday, May 1
The Senior Citizens Club will
have a potluck huxhoon at the
Community Center, Ellis Drive,
at U noon. Hostesses and host
are Mrs. Autumn Ezell, Mrs.
Ballet Dunn, and Conic*
Scruggs. Officers will be elect.
7
.1
1
Ill
w.
•••
May Fellowship Day will be
I
held at the First Christian
II
II
Church at ten am., sponsored
III
Ill
by the Church Women United.
Ill
A potluck luncheon will be
III
served at noon.
i
it
Tuesday, April 21
The Omicron Alpha Chaptee
of the Tau Phi Lambda sorority will meet at the home of
Mrs, Loretta Jobs at seven p.m.
•••
The Kirksey School PTA will
meet at the school at 7:30 p.m.
with Willard Ails to speak on
"Drugs". Eighth grade mothers
with graduating children will
be honored. The sixth grade mothers will be hostesses.

Waiting Wives Club
Has Dinner Meet

•••

= = = •• =

r=•MD

•••• II= IMP• MM.

Come help us celebrate the

IISCIFIT PRIG FM:

ehleging

Sunday, May 3
Homecoming will be held at
the Temple Hill United Methodist Church with preaching at
11 a.m. Dinner will be served
at noon followed by singing in
the afternoon. All quartets and
gingers are invited to attend.
•• •

PERSONALS

filfRLE noRmAn COSMETIC
STUDIO

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cunning.
rain were the recent guests of
their son and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Zane Cunningham and son,
Phillip .of Bowling Green.

107 North 4th Street
9:00-5:00

From

•

APRIL 30

To

MAY

2

•c-)
FREE6-)
4--

A complete new look and a complexion care program
designed just for you. In private. Without Charge.
Free favors.. exciting thank-you-for-coming_gifts
which will introduce you to our fabulous selection
of cosmetics and grooming aids!

Mr. and Mrs. Herman Marshall of St. Louis, Mo., and
Mrs. Jennie Walsh of East St.
Louis, Ill., spent last week with
their sisters and brother and
families, Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Workman, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Crouse, and Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Marshall.
•••
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You Discount Prices on all
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(Last Name)
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(Initial)
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Date M Birth
(Month)
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(Day)

(Year)

(Month)

Social Security No.
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BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY.
1
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7D1SCOUNT DRUG CEiTERSJ

4 settings for exact heat control.
Gives professional-type results.
Easily portable, sets up in seconds. Adjustable drying arm, no
ducking. Large air volume for
quick drying. Luggage-type case
with storage area. In champagne
color.
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Husband's troubles
are wife's too

III
II

By Abigail Van Buren

CORNING WARE

Lady Sunbeam

'Dew.-AtAlyr

IIS

ii

FOR HER-ON HER DAY

DEAR ABBY: Your answer to "Sexy But Lonely" left a
lot to be desired. (She's the "lucky" one who's 51, but looks
30, has naturally flaming red hair, wears bikinis, and causes
photographers' hands to shake.) She also has a husband who
gets drunk every night and is no good for sex.
All you could offer her was the advice that her husband
needs help and should seek out Alcoholics Anonymous. I
agree, he needs help, but I suspect he also needs to be
rescued from a self-centered wife who is so wrapped up in
her "youthful" appearance that she has probably driven the
poor guy to drink and impotence. She went on for two
graphic paragraphs, describing how young-looking and gorgeous she was.
Maybe a psychiatrist could help HER to understand
that a youthful appearance at 51 is indeed fortunate, but
not nearly as important as consideration for her husband's
welfare. The latter will stand her in much better stead than
a model's figure.
I think you short-changed that poor husband, and I hope
you will add this to your advice.
SYMPATHETIC IN MASSACHUSETTS
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BAKE'N FRY SET
1/2 Qt. Bakiniaish .
10" Covered Skillet

PROFESSIONAL TYPE PORTABLE HAIR DRYER
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MAKE-UP MIRROR
See ourcomplete
selection of
Mother's lki# Cards

Lady
Susthellill ELECTRIC SHAVER

CLIP COUPON low

Beauty, performance, plus an exclusive Sunbeam
3-year guarantee! Sculptured contour shape, cuddles in your hand. Double-edge slanted shaving
head for close, comfortable leg and under-arm
grooming. Famous Sunbeam
built-in light. "On-Off" switch.
Pop-up head for easy cleaning. — ONLY
Brocade vinyl gift case, convenient for travel. In petal pink or
mist blue.
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DEAR ABBY: This letter may be of interest to housewives who are constantly complaining about rising food 'f r
costs
I ars a clerk in a chain grocery store. Yesterday I spent
three hours picking up items off shelves where they didn't
belong, because somebody decided they didn't want them
after all, and just dropped them wherever they happenedtto be.
Now, just who do you think is paying me for three
hours labor to do this? THE CONSUMER!
All right, forget the wages—let's talk about the TV dinner
someone left in the cereal aisle? When found, it was partially thawed out and not fit for resale. Or the milk that was
left standing out of the cooler for half a day? Or the cellophane-wrapped pork chops someone had set on top of the
spices? These items are spoiled and must be thrown out.
But who pays for them? YOU DO, LADY! I would guess
that about 1 out of every 10 shoppers is guilty of the above,
at least occasionally.
So next time you go marketing, put those unwanted
Items back where they belong and keep prices down. And
It might not be a bad idea for grocery store managers to
post this up on the cash register. It may help.
WANTS LOWER PRICES
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DEAR GOSSIP: Most gossips suffer from a feeling of
insecurity, and they use gossip to ingratiate themselves
with those whom they inform. Perhaps if you realized that
people of quality do not indulge in gossip, 'and avoid those
who do, it would help you to keep your mouth shut. Also, if
someone starts to give you a piece of gossip, it would
help immeasurably to cut him off in mid-sentence with,
"That's none of MY baldness." Try it. It works.

With This Coupon

Mom the Rest!

1•0116,!MUM mom

Ilmowin.

• M.

DEAR ABBY: Can you give me some help on how to
keep my big mouth shut? I repeat everything I hear even if
it hurts myself or other people. I would like to be the kind
of person who can keep a confidence, but I am not. The
minute I hear some gossip, I can't wait to tell it to somebody. I am 41, married and have children, and I really know
better but I can't seem to help myself. What is wrong
GOSSIP
with me?

only $688
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COUPON WORTH $5.00

A Complete Line of Famous

SUNSINUA CORPORATION, 1069
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Cosmetics
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CEITESS

11

DEAR SYMPATHETIC: I just have. Thank you.

Lighted Make-Up Mirror

_

$ SUNSIAAIL LADY SIJNIIIAAL

Illuminated Make-Up Mirror, works with 115 to 125
volt A.C. Replacement bulb is G.E. 10 watt or Westinghouse S11. Complete with carrying case, magnifying and flat mirror. UL approved cord. Good for
travel and home use.
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ADULTS 101
NURSERY 2$
APRIL 23 1970
•

Rte. 1,

Rorie Miller,

Mrs. V erbelah

DISMISSALS
'
Mrs. L. B. Spann, Rte. 1, ASSAULTS NEIGHBOR-0
Hazel; Mrs. Ina Sledd, 1609DodAve., Murray; Mrs. Kathy
Reid, Rte. 8, Benton; Edwin Rob.
NOTTINGHAM, England
bison, Payne St., Murray; Miss
(UPI)— A judge Wednesday
Cindi Alexander, 1320 Wells, MuFrank Cram guilty of
rray; Mrs. Peggy Warner, New found
neighbor Gertrude
assaulting
0,
R. Jeffrey,904
Concord;
a
emptying
by
Harrison,
18th St., Murray; Mrs. Eva Thurcan over her head. He
garbage
man, 515 South 13th St., Murray,
said the fact the can contained
30 empty cat food cans with
sharp edges made it a case of
serious assault and ordered him
to pay her $84 damages.

son

North

JUST HAVING FUN

Our Low, Low Prescription
-05iii!
-157•CcisTYou Save EC,er

•••••

Mr•OE. •••••••

Mrs. Louise Kirnbro, Rte. 5,
Murray; Leonard Dunnaway,Rte.
6, Murray; Beulah Robinson,Rte.
3, Puryear, Tenn.;
Murray;
Mardis, Dexter.

DISMISSALS

COMPARE

MIMS'

MD•IM• Sr•On

E

ON HER DAY

e
411
tiisritt-yr-ifftt--

to
For Abby's nee booklet. "What Tees-Age's Want
IMO.
Cal.
Angeles.
Box
Abby.
to
knee" send Si

ADULTS 109
NURSERY 2
APRIL 24, 1970
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off
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it
Cal.
Angeles.
Las
MN,
Box
ABBY,
to
Write
your chest.
For a personal reply 'iodine stamped, addressed
envelope.

Hall, MSU; Mrs. Rozell
despite' Report - zabeth
Nance, 733 Murray Ct., Murray;

o

IFAINtik

4.•••111.• 11.1••=1.
•••

CONFIDENTIAL TO "SECOND TIME AROUNDER":
Marriage is like the army.. Everybody complains about it.
but you'd be amazed sit the number wboyeetdist.

0700. 1,00
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DEAR WANTS: It may not help. But it caul hurt.
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330 LAND CAMERA
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MELLO-MIST
HAIR SPRAY
13 oz.

$18S8
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59.
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WESTC LOCK
Key Wound Alarm Clock

'a.

$27.9,9 VALUE
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Seamless Mesh
Sheer Seamless
Velveteen
Charm
Misty
Gray.Eve

II;
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CLAIROL KINDNESS 20
INSTANT HAIRSETTER

•-•
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Mrs. Fran Reznich and Baby
Boy, 409 S. 5th St., Murray;
Mrs. Martha Barnett, Box 107,
Hazel, Ander Cassey,24Q
Hammond, Ind.; Mahlon Fri..
nett, 419 S. 9th St., Murray;
Mrs. Jane Fitch, 1666 Ryan Ave.,
702
ow Lane, Murray; Mrs.
Spann, 502 S.- End St., Murray;
Miss Debra Jones. Box 303, Ell-

Cookey

St.

ay; Joe Emerson,

Somonla

SELSDON, England (L.P1)-Fifty policemen searched for
Lisabeth Bastrod, 4, for nearly
five hours Wednesday before
finally locating her. Slie was
found in a hotel bathroom,
a warm bath and
Mujoy
having fun sailing. a soap rack
in The water.
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Mortjournalism studaits
PRINCETON, N.J. (UPI) journalism enrollments in the
nation's colleges have increased
nearly 19 per cent since 1968
and have nearly tripled in 10
years, the Newspaper Fund, Inc.,
reports.
By GEORGE J. MARDER
A record 31,251 students
were enrolled in journalism deWASHINGTON (UPI) — R
WITH HELEN STACY
Ns-pub/leans are loaded with funds partments in 145 schools in December,
1969,
compared
with
thLs year's election campaigns, with the promise of more 26,325 in the previous year.
blooRobins Sing And Wake Robins singing and wake robins are
• coming in, and they are not out
ming.
Kentucky
Eastern
Bloom
In
* * *
to make things any easier for
How wonderful is Kentucky in
Democrats, who are loaded
West Liberty, Ky. - Did win- spring.
with debts.
ter's deep snow make tree buds
But it might cause President
At least one American out of
was it my own anxiety
Nixon some embarrassment, if very 40 has smoked marijuana, late? Or
Mao's medico&
me look closely day
he should veto a bill to limit s the Health Insurance Ins& that made
••sk-f?
HONG KONG (UPI) - The
tokens
those
tiny
for
after day
campaign spending for political te.
medical corps of the Communist
4,4
spring?
of
another
broadcast time in federal
has trained
Then one day in a large plan- Chinese army
elections.
front door at 274,000 "peasant-medical wornear
the
ter-area
The story goes back 10 years, campaigns, endorsed the commy parents' home here, a long, kers" in China's rural areas durwhen John F. Kennedy and mittee provision.
ig
ai
r
- llia
-'ttii
1
"" •:o.V3;;ILi •w .= 41111111111Th
• ld
w. .1 rra,11- elett....—
past two years, accordNit.
,71Asa;;-,.tig
.,& 4110V-r:
But GOP endorsement turned skinny peach twig held a bloss- ing the
244000
• Nixon were running for pres*
.-•, iirygfill
News
China
New
the
to
ing
against
of
beauty
pink
bit
oma
7_..
.,.‘tt,iter..
.,..47•
ident.
out to be premature. Republivei• 2
P?
..1.
4
Agency. These medical workers,
i
• -Congress suspended the so- can Leader Hugh Scott of a dark limb.
doctors," are
"barefoot
yard,
a
the
back
called
day
in
Next
i
„called equal time provision of Pennsylvania made clear later
I..
-k•41•
10.794::;:P4,".•
courses in traditi
,the Federal Communication Act that he was opposed and would cloud of White bloom overhead given quick
1."‘:;tl911.
..to enable broadcasters to make try to stop the bill. He said the dispelled somber thoughts of Chinese medicine and-Western
„
available tree time for Kenne- Democrats were trying to get what Eastern Kentucky would be first aid methods.
and
the
peach
some
April
*
like
if
dy-Nixon
debates in 1960 by law what they could not
without doing the same for obtain through voluntary action. pear trees did not bloom.
Thank God for another spring Bicycle built for cue
fringe candidates.
Would Limit Spending 4
In 1964 when President
When the bill reached tilt of green hills, of pear blossoms
WOLVERHAMPTON, EngLyndon B. Johnson was running Senate floor, the Democrat: In Ale back yard and sarvis treland (111PI) - Boys on bicycles
mooagainst
a
(serviceberry)
es
for election, and in 1968 when amended it with a thirc
are helping prostitutes keep
most people expected him to, provision- to limit broadcast ntainside.
track of police movements,
aroundthe
hills
Last
weekend
similar legislation was bottled spending for candidates for
Councilman George Howles said.
sk.
up quietly in Congress.
federal office to an amount Carter Caves State Park near He said the prostitutes arrived
Natural
Bridge
Olive
and
Hill
No Desire to Debate
equal to 7 cents per vote based
Wolverhamptruckload
in
the
by
has the durability midland/it
Johnson„ had no desire to on the total vote for that office State Resort Park near Slade ton streets and urged stiffer law
were oases of springtime beauty.
debate his Opponents nor to in the last election.
priced acrylic fiber
higher
Directing a field naturalist wo- .enforcement.
grant them free broadcast time
With the GOP campaign
to campaign against him.
treasury well-filled, Republi- rkshop inaentucky wildflowers
We can bring you this super value bePlanning for the 1972 elec- cans opposed the amendment at Carter Caves were Dr. Richcause we buy from Mohawk, world's
largest mill. Acrylic and modacrylic
tions, Democrats started mov- but it passed in the Senate, 50 ard H. Durrell, associate professor of geology at the Univerfiber pile resistsstains,wear and crushing through Congress a bill to to 35.
sity of Cincinnati, Dr, Roger
ing; tip shearing brings out the beauty
repeal the equal time provision
Republican National Chairof its lush thickness.We've every color
so that the major presidential man Rogers C. B. Morton Barbour, professor of zoology,
that's new; buy Mohawk's Valley Trail
candidates would get some free denounced the amendment as a University of Kentucky,Dr.Mary
• 11, ible
now — and save!
broadcast time.
•••'•••:.
unconstitutional re- Wharton, professor and chairman
5.
In Senate committee, the striction on the right of political of the department of biology at
WHY PAY MORE?
'Democrats wrote into the bill a candidates
to
communicate Georgetown College.
Others were Sohn Varner, bioprovision to make available to ith the voters. He did not
High
Cynthiana
all candidates for public office mention that there already are logy teacher at
from town councilman to egal limitations on the amount School, Cletis Weller, former
• sr
p▪ resident- wholesale rates for of money emendates may spend naturalist of the Department of
John
Tierney,
naturand
Parks
political broadcast time. It In campaigns. The trouble Is,
SQ.YD.
alist at Carter Cave* Park and
would go into effect this year. they are just ignored.
S
6
"
Some Republican as well as
If the amendment prevails in acting State naturalist. Dr. Carl
We recommend Mohewles "Cloud-Step"
Democratic senators, concerned the House, Morton will urge Clark of the University of Ken,r
cushion to prolong your carpet's life.
,•
•••
over soaring costs of election President Nixon to veto the bill. tucky led nature groups on hikes
In the caves region.
Field trips at Carter Caves
Phone For Shop-At-Home Service • Use Your Credit • Small Down Payment• 3 Years To Pay
took many directions including HITS VIET WAR - - Louis B.
Answer to Yesterday's Pitzzle
wi
a walk along the park eutrance Lundborg, chairman of the
We're headquarters for fine quality MOHAWK carpet
MAO MMOU MOO road where many wildflowers board of Bank of America,
f
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ORM 0050 OMM
were in bloom, Fern Bridge Tra. world's largest, tells the Sen5-Time gone by
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6-Agile
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breath
8-Twist
8-GM's name
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12-Macaw
MN PM02Mg0 OM
10-Hurried
members of the Louisville Audu- a "tragic mistake" which has
13-Exchange
Murray, Ky.
IMO GOD
11-In music, high
South jrd Street
premium
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Society, explored spring's diatorted the US, economy
MUM
MEMO
NO20
17-Faroe Islands
14-Spoken
whirlwind
many faces in the cliff and can- and damaged American busiE1) 0012
15-Male
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19-River in
DAROBB MOO 00 yon country.
ness enterprise.
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00M0
0014 MOM
Bruce Poundstone of the Univ18-Slang
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0013
1IP0M
001
20-Vegetable
ersity of Kentucky and Barry
24-Proceed
28
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25-Impolite
Storm, recreation director at
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33-Crony (collect) 45-Classify
26-Girl's name
23-Monster
Natural Bridge, led groups on
36-Bone
46-Sea eagle
27-Courageous
27-Pronoun
37-See nymph
•tours of the natural arches and
person
47-Music: as
29-Baker's product
—TO GIT MAH PAPP1
YOU'RE tsidr GOING ANYWHERV!
MASS MIDDLIN'
38-Likeness
30-Edlble fish
written
Red River Gorge.
28-Great Lake
40-King of birds
31-Teutonic deity
48-Measure of
HORN-FtEMOVER,
SOME
MY DAUGHTER
NICE
0
1`70,k4AM
—
29-Dance step
city
41-Chaldean
different
war"We
heard
five
32-Sodium
weight
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WANTS/YOU!!
5UT AN WERE
blers,” said Mrs. Mike Barry,
49- Decay
44-Sicilian
Part
33-V
Tin'
CLIMBIN'
50-Man's nickname
BACK 10 DOGPATCH!!
volcano
executive secretary of the soci32-Unproductive
34-Delirium
tremens (abbr.)
ety. All of the usual feathered
FLOOR"
NEXT
35-Disturbances
1
8 9 10 11
5 6
2 3
friends - Cardinals, woodpeck37-Short sleep
I
38-Ocean
14
ers, titmice, sparrows, towhees
12
3
39-11ecteriologist s
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welcome
trailmates,
plus
wire
17
15
40-Lamprey
the warblers, Louisiana water
41-Guide's Ickv note
19
20
18
thrush, white breasted nuthatch
42-Bellow .
44-Wipe out
and blue-gray gnatcatcher... and
4 25 6
47-Rigid
21
the robin.
51 -Rocky hill
52-Instrument
Mrs Bruce Poundstone led a
53 Mold on
third group on a Whittleton Bran•property
34
31
ch tour. Those hikers, called the
54-Vase
7
16
33
55 Poker stake
"Easy Walkers," traveled the
56-Icelandic
bed of the old Mountain Central
10
41
39
writing
Railroad and were rewarded not
4-8
57-French for
45 46
42 43
-summer''
only with a leisurely gait but a
multitude of wildflowers.
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More Carpetfor he Money..
Your Best Bp is from
the World'slargest Mill!
Li Li U
*41'

Iffm
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MOHAWK'S
VALLEY TRAIL
amets

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ammo

CRASS FURNITURE

ma

moa

oara

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nancy

1-Incarnation OT
Vishnu
2 Macaw
3-Airplane
erase

32

4. Abbie 'N Slats

3

Mrs. Nellie. Meadows, 'Llay
I City artist, presented Friday ni33
1 ght'S program at Natural Bridge
1
Distr. by 1.1nited Feature .Syndleate#, nc.4
2.8
and Dave Schwartz of Louisville's Frame House Gallery shoe
wed a Don Eckleberry film Saturday night. UK's Prof. Poundstone gave guests at Hemlock Lodge
opportunity to compare, via slides, scenes of yesteryear in the
park with the same scenes as they
are today.
Managers and personnel at
both state parks were hospitable
and provided many extra courtesies.
Ryan Halloran of Louisville,
host on the Morning Show over
WAVE-TV, summed up the philosophy of the Audubon group:"We
do not single out one phase of
nature to enjoy and preserve
.We enjoy and study all of nature." The Louisville society
was in its element while at the
park near Slade - surrounded
by nature's vast kingdom.
At Natural Bridge and Carter
Caves parks more than 45 wildflower types were in bloom: there
were violets, rue anemone wild
ginger, bloodroot, bluets,
'
trailing arbutus,cinquefoil, bluebells,
hepatica, wild geranium wild
4-101 phlox, trillium (white and red),
false solomon seal sad twinleaf.
"We found scads of white trillium and one real solomon seal," said Mrs. Poundstone after
her Whittleton Branch tOur...and
several mountains away,'at Carter Caves, Mrs. John Tierney
said. "We sew spotted trout lily
and gni jacks-in-the pulpit."
It Is no wonder that park guesEAST ateiTS WEST A British Buccaneer airplane aboard the
ts are enjoying Eastern KentucRoyal Navy carricr Hermes conies in for close scrutiny from.
ky's resorts where robins ,are
ill1,1141.1C-11)1',111,114 Russian' destrover in the Mediterranean

by R. Van Buren

7

_ .

rTHEM BLARSTED APES
DON'T KNOW THERE'S ONLY
GIVE WAY T' GET CHARLIE
BACK BEIN CI-IA R Li E

17.'5 508 NO USE..
11 MY Ki55E5
ALWAYS MEANT sokieThiNG TO
MY CHARLIE!! BUT HE JUST
KISSED ME SACK

CR
H(

AS iFI wEREA/VY
GIRL!

11

li t

Lir Abner

by Al Capp
WHY
ISN'T HE
WITH THE

GROUP?

HE'S THE WORLD'S)
LAZIEST \
BIRDWATCHER
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
9-BEDROOM brick veneer, 1
bath, utility and carport, carpeted im bedrooms, and hall.
Panelled in kitchen with builtcabineta. This * on Catalina.
LOCATED in Dexter a 2-bedroom frame, carpet mid linoleum floors, one bath, two large
shade trees.
2-BEDROOM frame, one bath,
Living room, utility, located oo
541 north on one acre lot
3-BEDROOM brick veneer, 2
baths, utility and carport, cen
tral beet and air, carpeted it
Living room, ball and bedrooms
Den and kitchen combinatiost
with built in stove and dish
wrestler, located on Kirkwood
Dr.

NOME

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

IMMO CALENDAR Dm* EWA
mid refills are no. available at
lbe War a Thar Ones SEP
TINIC
Or OWL
ELECTROLUX SALES fa Ow
rice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C.
N. Sanders. Phoebe 3913133
Lynnville, Kentucky.
11041C

LOTS FOR SALE

TUESDAY - APRIL 2S, WS

TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
POE SALE

AUTOS POE EASE

STORE rtrruiurs, display
counters. They must go now.
Eat Gift Shop across from
BlelocleColemam, new location
y sport a Marine.
of Murra
A49-C

NEW DATSUN
TRADE-INS
1969 TOYOTA Corona, 4ck-r sedan, asztoroatir
factory
transmission,
air. 31988.

PONTOON BOAT, 212' x
carpet and embossed aluminum
GOOD USED utrigenetar. Phone top, 33 HP Johnson motor. ComJohn McCuiston, Puryear Route plete end ready to go. Morgares
Two, 247-3949 after 4:00 p. as. Boat Dock. Phone 753-4830.
$1-39-F
'17NC
POE SALO

ONE 20 INCH, Mistang Push
mower. One 27 inch, Snapping
Turtle mower. One Star Clipper
HELP WANTED
edger. All used, may be seen at
0' Curbs and Gutters. Blacktop
the maintenance building on WANTED: mem to help train
0' City School District
corner of Nash and Broad. As bird dogs and run dogs in field
, Nice Large Lots Gently Rolling
so'
now
is
JANE'S ceramic Shop
is and where is.
A-311-C trials. Phone 436-2406, Chrysler
$0 One of the Nicest in Town
TIC
open. We have gifts for all purBird Dog Kennels.
Terms to Meet Your Budget
poses. Owned by Mrs. Jane SAM don't forget to pick up the
e• With Up to 5 Years to Pay
Lamb and Mrs. Martha Miller. shampooer and Blue Lustre at WANTED: Dictaphone typist for
11-24 the medical record dept., with
Two miles east off Highway 94. Big K.
Come By or Call
medical terminology experience
Phone 753-8333 or 753-3141.
In the Murray-Calloway Comae
SUPER stuff, sure nid; Thies
Hospital. Apply in person MonFreeman Johnson, Realtor
GOING OUT of business. Every- Blue Lustre for cleaning car- day-Friday from 8:30 a. as. till
pets.
Rent electric shampooer 4:00 p. as.
Southsicie Shopping Center
/1-3,C
thing marked down. Our building has been leased. All must $1. Western Auto, Home of
LOCATED on corner oi Wood753-3325
A-23C
753-2731
go in April. China, gifts souve- "The Wishing Well".
lawn and Sycamore, a 3-bedClerk
fishing equip- ROSES - AZALEAS, bedding POSITION AVAILABLE.
archery,
nirs,
room brick veneer, one bath,
to be
must see to really plants, Rallies, Jtmipers, orna- of the Works. Application
You
ment
Living roam, kitchen with builtto
what we have. Enix mental trees, mulches, fertilis- submitted in handwriting,
appreciate
in cabinets, with closed garage.
the Murray Municipal Housing
Goods,
and
Sporting
Shop
Gift
REAL
ESTATE FOR SALE
ers etc. Largest selection in
WANTED TO RENT
3-BEDROOM brick veneer, one
May 8, 11/70,
across from Blalock-CAAanum northwest Tennessee and south- Commission, before
bath, kitchen, dining room, 3-BEDROOM brick veneer, livA-39-C west Kentucky at Virgin's Nur- Applicant to state gualificatioas
Funeral Home.
Large living room, utility and ing room, den, builein kitchen,
and previous experience, salary
for
carport on 85' x 285' lot co 1% baths, utility room and clos- WANT TO RENT Porte-cribthru RAINBOW GIRLS Smorgasbord, sery, Union City, Tenn., 901-- to be desired for the position.
two weeks from June 5
Noteh 17th Street.
5 p. m., Thursday, at WOW 8854851 or 885-0396. HA-29-C Date of availability to be, aped-in garage. Located on 90' s
3-BEDROOM brick veneer, deo 206' lot Loan transferrable, 718 June 19. Phone 753-7391.
proximately, June 15, iro.
Adidts $1.50, children unA-25C
and kitchen combination, large rFairlane Drive, Bagwell Manor
A:30-C WEANING SIZE pigs. Phone L D. Miller, Jr., Executive Dirder ten $1.00.
A-20-c ector, Murray Municipal Hous753-4563 or 492-8790.
living room, one and hell bath Subdivision. Call 753-5453 or
utility mid carport. Built-hi 762-3747.
ing Commission, 716 Nash
M-7-C
NOTICE
NOTICE
USED air conditionea-, 8,000 Drive, Murray, Ky.
stove in kitchen, located on 80'
'BTU, $30.00. Phone 733-4439.
LARGE MODERN ranch style
x 150' lot on Catalina.
A-30-C
2-BEDROOM brick veneer, one brick home cm 100' a 200' woodOPENINGS for full or part time
bath, kitchen, dining mom ed lot in Sherwood Forrest.
HOOVER aelfeontained luggage work. Good earnings. Write
Three bedrooms with abundant
utility and carport on a 85'
style vacuum cleaner. less than P. 0. Box 214, Murray, Ky. Incloset space and hardwood
283' lot on Story Ave.
one year old. Used only a few clude phone number.
NI-3-P
LOCATED cm Van Cleve Road floors. Carpeted living room,
'times, $33.00. Phone 753-6834
a 4-bedroom frame, bath, dm formal dining room and Impetrate
iafter 4:00 p. m
WANTED: Waitress. Apply in
and kitchen combination, cam family room with fireplace.
person to Trenhoim's Restaurhas
Kitchen
all
built-ins,
durtral beat and Mr, 285' x 275'
FOR SALE or Rent: Mobile ant, 12th and Chestnut A-30-C
able Toginol floor and many
lot.
Hone, two bedrooms, 31' x 10',
cabinets. Foyer, two tile baths,
completely furnished with cara.m.
2:30
34BEDROOM brick veneer, 9 two car garage, patio, central
12:00 Midnight till
peting, 1966 model_ Located on WANTED: Full time maintenbaths, sunkee tamiaY teem and air-conditioning, economical gas
shaded lot, six miles from Mur- ance man. Must be amezienced
kitchen, central heat and air, beat aid city water. House
ray. Call 733-6'770 days, 492- as light mechanical wort. Apceramic tile bath, powder room, shown by appointment. Call 753ply to Mr. Jones, Holiday Inn,
8613 nights.
2-car garage on Belmont.
6678.
M-16-C
A-30-C
Scuth 12th Street.
GARAGE SALE, Saturday, May
3-BEDROOM two-story bnca
Junfor
trainee
or
until
MANAGER
m.,
a.
9:00
2ri.d,
from
FOURZEDROOM house, alumneer, one bath, utility, also a inum siding, one block from
everything is said. Some of the ior Department Store. Salary,
brick veneer garage seartntent college at 1621 Farmer. Washitems are at electric range, re profit sharing and ineurance
•e
in back included with bath, 114 er and ciryer connisctions. Also
frigerator, air-conditioner, 'au- program. Positions in °thee loacres on Highway 121 west.
tomatic washer, rugs, some fur- calities. Give age and referenhas furnished garage apartment. SATURDAY NIGHT, MAY 2nd
niture, clothes, aid numerous ces. Address reply to
Phone Otis kLigness collect,
FARMS:
other items. Come by anytime Director, P. 0. Box 2688, Nash-1
H-1TC
Mayfield 24'7-3391.
after 5:00 p. n., before sale to vile, Tennessee 37201. M-18-C
19 ACRES near north 18th St.,
see items listed. Located at 500
OFFERED
SERVICES
2 miles from Murray.
Kentucky Ave., phone 753-8235.
77 ACRES, 40 or 50 scree in
A-30-C
KELLY'S PUT CONTROL Tar.
641
Hwy.
S.
cultivation, 9 acres core base, lektqa-sat
WANTED TO INIT
goer-hes
haw
BSA Motorcycle. 1969 Firebird
1.28 tcbseco base. frame weslimb& Spfdens-are
753-5986
Reservations
Scrambler. Low mileage. 230 FOUR GILTS to have pigs about
"'For
bedroom borne with electric -any
patina. For free inspection call
North 13th Street. Phone 753- the first of June 1970. Call 489beat, two at
barns, corn crib.
Peet Control 7513914,
A-30-P 2755.
/2386.
51 ACRES neer North 16th •
A-30-C
at hour' a day.
Street 2 miles from Murray.
POlt RENT
POI IMMIT
90 Acres, near New Providence
TWODEDROON doles spate- NICE furnished apartment for
POE SALIII
POE SALO
60 Acres, near New Providence
newt Phone 753-71150.
STC four girls and one for live girls
HAULING
3 Acre Farm, stock bane with
for
summer
Phone
semester.
•
a 4-room house on Highway 444
Gravel, Sand and Limestone ONE-BEDROOM famished a- 753-7381 days, OT 7534106 after
LAKEout of city limits.
partment,
as.
Hauling. Driveways built.
A-30C
Phone 7534441 or 753-8555. 5:00 P.
LOT NUMBER 955 unit No. 4
Grader
Dozer
and
Backhoe,
In Pine Bluff Subdivision, clearWork.
THREE BEDROOM house, South
ed and ready for use
Ph. 753-3640
Hwy 641 So.
16th Street Let Phone 753110TICI1
Phone 753-7381 3903.
A-38-C
6 Lots ki Cypress Cove.
New Travel Trailer Dealership
8 Lots, with a 2-bedroom frame
TWOREDROOM apartment with
or 753-5108
house, one bath, ceramic tile
stove, air conditioning, frigidPark your cottage or motel room ‘in your own back
Car Tape Decks
on floor and walls, utility, pas
TFC
aire and carpeted. Couples and
yard. Use it on your summer vacation, as an extra
oiled walla, front porch, located
Complete
teachers only. Phone 753-2898.
bedroom.
" in Kentucky Lake Development.
M-4-C
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY:
We are fortunate to have this large area between the
'59.95
90' a 96' Body Shop, m 273' SAWS MED.lawn mowers and LARGE air conditioned sleeplakes
with complete accommodations 15 miles for
an
repaired
appliances
small
275' lot in Hazel, K3%
ing room. Private entrance.
Selection of
Lim.
512
/L
or weekend.
sharpened.
tools
overnight
yard
Lot 190' x 100' with a small
Large parking area. ZimmerTapes - '1.00 Off
!Douse across from Jones' Iroa South 13th Street Plume 1E1 man Apartments, South 16th
See our low priced self-contained travelers.
Ilay414
P967.
Works.
Street. Phone 753-8009. A-36C
LEACH'S MUSIC TV
SWIMMING POOLS eerviced
MURRAY MOBILE HOMES
Dixieland Shopping Center
Lot 105' x 180' next to Parker and repaired. All types new FURNISHED apartment for
Phone
753-7575
or
three
four
boys.
Also
private
Popcorn.
Near Bel Air Shopping Center
Highway 641 Sc.
pool construction. Free estimat- rooms. Phone 753-7381 days or
llch
VACANT LOTS:
es. Call collect: 1480-ext 753-5108 after 5:00 p. m.
A-SOeC
Lot 6 and 1 Im Grove Heights Western Kentucky Pool Oe,
Subdivision on Highway 94 east. Inc., Skyline Dr., Hopkinerflk,
-5
NOTICE
NOTICE
NOTICE
7-ti Acres, with large pond, ap- Kantackr.
MED.
proximately 700' frontage on
Highway 641 north. .
WILSON Real Estate, Phasic,:
All Discontinued, Floor Samples or Slightly DamagONE - Mohawk remnant. Twelve feet by nine feel
TV & STEREO SERVICE
7534263, 753-8006; Saiesmen:
All
ed
at
75%.
Pieces.
to
SUS
25%
from
Discounts
two inches. Finest quality shag of Kodel fibre, saut
GE Factoty Trained Man
Charles McDaniel, Bill Adams,
these Furniture Bargains Now at Cost or Solowl
ern color. Regular $132. NOW 465.00.
Genuine Parts
and Larry Willem. "The only
eight
Span:sh
ONE - Chest of drawers, out of expensive
Real Estate Auctioneer in CalWe also offer service op
ONE - Remnant fifteen foot by seven foot
style suite, large roomy size out of pecan and nak.
loway County."
Inches. Antique gold color of random sheared acri
All Other Brands
A-30-C
was $145, discontinued, NOW $49.50.
Ian. Regular $121. NOW $44.50.
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Plainview Acres Subdivision

,sp

DERBY DAY BREAKFAST

Special Buffet

AFTER THE PARTY
MEET YOUR FRIENDS

Holiday Inn

Alff'011 POE SALE
1909 BUICK Electra molest,
four door hardtop. Beige with
beige vinyl top. Kentucky tags.
Loaded with power seats, poorer
windows, air condition/mg, amOne
iss control, and the worts.
owner. New oar trade in. Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet Inc., South
1.2th Street. Phone 7534817.
A-30-C

1968 VW Sedan, radio, stereo
tape payer, very nice
f..1488

ONE FARMALL Cub tractor
Stokes Tractor & Implement
Co., bidustriai Road. Phone 753A-30-C
1319.

1969 DATSUN 4-door Station
Wagon, 4600 actual
miles. New car warranty, ant:matic transmission. SAVE $700

mnuolum Valium's& MGM
thing in good shape, emes4
body. Cain and Taylor Go/1 Nap
nom Corner of 0th and Maim
TIC

1969 DATSUN 4-door Station
Wagon automatic, air
cancirtioning, low mileage. SAVE $1,000

ONE FARMALL A Tractor.
Stokes Tractor & Implement
Co., Industrial Road. Phone 753A-30-C
1319.

1961 DATSUN teloor Station
Wagon, local car, up to
30 miles per gallon
Real nice, $1048.00.

1963 CHEVROLET, 337 engine,
thruaapeed, $460.00. Phone 751
A-29-C
9619.

1964 FORD %-ton pick-up,
Custcm cab, overdrive,
radio. Nice, $886.
1964 PLYMOUTH Belvedere,
6-passenger Station Wagon.
$728.00.
Automatic,
air-conditioning.
1963 INTERNATIONAL Scout, 4-wbeei drive.
1966 SIMCA 4-door. Real econccoy car. Special $588.
1965 SIMCA 4-door, good
hannicutatio.n, $388.
1906 DATSUN 4door sedan,
1300 Series, real ecosi•CCOY CV.
$788.
We have just received a
abipment of 1970% Dais=
pick-ups and cars. Also Dat.
sun's newest model the
"340-Z"
arrive on Friday, May 1st.

LASSITER McKINNEY
BATSON
Phone 753-7114
Open $ a m.-7 p. m.
Sycamore St.

TWO KASSEY-FERGUSON 35
tractors. Stokes Tractor & Imp/tenet Co., Industrial Road.
A-30-C
Phone 753-1319.
1960 BUICK Invicts, Zdoor
hardtop, white; Wildcat 448 me
gine, radio, heater, poweilbrakes and power steering; new battery; 1970 lionise; extra clean.
May be seen any afternoon after
4:00 p. in. at 203 South 12th
A-30-C
Street
ONE USED Massey-Ferguson 10
HP riding lawn mower. Stokes
Tractor & Implement Co., Industrial Road. Phone 753-1319.
A-30-C
1963 one-tom Jeep pick-up truck,
$460.00. Cali 753-6073. A-30-C
RIDING HORSE, six years old
and saddle. Phone 753-4039.
A-30-C
1964 IMPALA four door sedan.
Kentucky tags. White, one owner, new car trade in. Power
steering, air conditicning mid
pcwerglide. Denim Taylor Chevrolet Inc., &lath 12th Street
A-30-C
Phone 753-2617.
TWO SPORT meta, size 8 and
10. Phone 753-7573
A404
HORSE, two yews old, voill
trained. Phone 7630101 APMC
TWO CUB SCOUT unkfcems in
good condition. Sizes 6 and 5,
both for $10.00. Phone 492-8313.
1TC

MURRAY MOBILE HOMES

BY OWNER: Three. bedroom
brick house on Decision. Low
down payment, transferrable
M4-C
loan. Phone 7534164.
NICE TWO BEDROOM abuse,
on large lot, $12,750.00. Now
renting for $125,00 per month,
$2750 down, monthly payments
$77.53.
FURNISHED duplex apartment.
Now renting for $250.00 per
month. One block from Univer
sity. 12% return plus tax advantage on $25,000.00 invest
went. $15,000.00 down, balance
$77.53 per month.
THREE BEDROOM brick, 115
ft. from University, $22,500.00.
Right person can buy with $2,500 down and $153.00 per
month. Shown by appointment
only.
JOHN PASCO Jr., phone 7532649.

BILBREY'S
Phone 753-5617
East Main
Murray, Ky. wore

ALTERATIONS and
Phone 753-1906.

sewing.
114P

WILL BABY SIT with children
In my home. Experienced.
A-29-C
Phone 753-8380.
Complete Small Engine Regale
Garden tillers, lawn mowers,
chain saws. Authorized Briggs
& Stratton Dealer. Authorised
Lawson Power Products Dealer. Murray Supply Co., 300 East
Main. Phone 753-3361. H-1TC

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to expresso our thanks
LOTS FOR SALE: Lots near and appreciation to al/ our
University zoned for apart- friends for the kindness and
ments. Only a few left. One lot sympathy shown us when we
90 x 149 zoned for duplex, $4,- lost our loved one and special
750.00; One corner lot 131 I 150'thanks to Doctors and nurses
zoned for three apartments. $7.- and Max Churchill Funeral
000.00. One corner lot HE x 149 iliome for all their help. May
zoned for four apartments, $5,- God bless each of you.
750.00. John Pasco Jr., phone
Family of Mrs: Grace Alien
A-2SC
7441$0).

THREE - Recliners, upholstered in genuine nauthahyde, black, brown or green. Very comfortable, not
- overly large. Compare at $89.50. NOW ONLY $66.00.
ONE ONLy,- Six piece Early American dinette
suite. comfits of forty inch hutch, round extension
table with Formica top and six sturdy mates chairs,
salem maple finish on all pieces. Save $75.00. ALL
FOR ONLY $114.
ONE - Low Seat, made by Simmons, is a hides-bed with twin size mattress. Upholstered in bright
floral with colors of green and off white, Ideal for
bedroom, den or where you need that extra bed.
Floor sample slightly soiled. Close out, NOW ONLY
$175.00.
ONE - Oval marble top, solid mahogany hand
carved cocktail table, perfect condition, very best
construction. Close out. NOW ONLY $75.00.
ONE - King size solid rod cherry headboard, colonial style with matching three drawer night table
commode. Very finest of construction. Night stand
slightly damaged. Regular price $329, Close out
$245 for both.
ONE ONLY - Twelve foot by twenty foot continuous filament nylon tweed carpet, in beige brown
and tangerine. High density foam back. ONLY
$119.00.

Wondering What To Do
With Those
No-Longer- Used Items

pile.
ONE - Twelve foot by twelve foot multi level
Mohawk'. heaviest 100% continuous filament nylon.
Moss green. NOW $$5.00.
random
ONE - Fifteen foot by nine foot six inches,
Reg.
sheared of 100% polyester, spun gold color.
$127. NOW ONLY $73.75.
inches,
ONE - Twelve foot by eight foot eight
Bereulon. India
of
made
type
-outdoor
indoor
tweed
mice color. Reg. $83.40. NOW $46.00.
beautiful floral
ONE - King slze Simmons outfit, hundreds of
quilted ticking, medium firmness,
set of cannon
coils. Complete with heavy frame and
Regular sheet and
sheet.
contour
of
consisting
linen
Compare at $299.
pair of king size pillow cases.
NOW ALL FOR $199.
spring. Gold
ONE - Odd Simmons twin site box
$25.
price,
NOW
%
ticking.
and tan
mattresses and one
THREE - Simeon* full she
and twelve coil
matching box spring, three hundred
in beige and
units, very heavy drill stripe ticking ONLY $34.89
NOW
number.
Discontinued
tan.
each piece.
REDUCED FOR THIS
EVERY ITEM IN STORE
EASY TERMS IF DESALE.
MONTH
OF
END
SIRED.

OIMIg
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.
-11111ftcr-
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Mrs. Campbell's
Father Succumbs

No Injuries . . .

ser

Amy Wilson Named
(Continued From Pali. 1)
President Of Murray
and driven by Stewart T.aJenkins of Bardwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Campbell
Both vehicles were going and children, Susan, tarry, and High Student Council

north on 641 when the car hit
the truck in the rear, according
L. the palace report.
Damage to the Mitchell truck
was cal the rear door, truck
bed, and chrome, and the damage ta the car was not listed on
the report.

Bobby, have returned home afThe students at Murray High
ter being called to Owensboro School have elected
Amy WilNEW YORK (UP!).— Stocks
,p- son, daughter
Cr
vard
R. cr
t
t Mrs
maro
thetrk,:eth
:oftabe
ell
te,
of Mr. and Mrs.
opened lower in moderate
Owen Wilson, president of the
turnover today.
.ruesday, April 21.
Student Council for next year.
"The market is overdue for a
Howard,
age
77,
died
at
Mr.
She is a member of Tr -Alpha
rally, but I &eft see where it's
3:50 p m. at the Extensive and has been on the Council
coming from," an analyst
Care a, nit m Owensboro. He was several years.
remarked. Concern over inflaa retired employee of the GlenLeah Fulton, daughter of Mr.
tion, corporate profits and
more Distillery and had been and Mrs_ Henry Fulton, was
Asia
Southeast
sent
events in
a resident of Owensboro for 23 elected vice-president, and Dixie
Wall
shock
waves through
years He was barn in Ohio Co- Hook, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Street Monday as the Dow
unty April 30, 1892, and was B. B. Hook, was named secreJones Industrial average
a member and deacon of the tary.
4-H Demonstration winners. freest raw, left te right,
plunged to its lowest level since
Freewill Baptist Church
First
Ruth Titsworth, daughter of
Kim Smith. Laura Jarrett. Lade rem Sandra Stark. Melanie
the assassination of President
there
Members of Boy Scout Troop 77 pictured at their weekDr. and Mrs. Howard Titsworth,
Norwood, Carolyn Scott, Mike Cunningham. Matt Brewer.
Kennedy on Nov. 22, 1963..
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. was elected treasurer.
end camping trip are as follows: Front row, left to right,
Absent when picture wae taken was Clair Iverimmer.
Federal State Market News' 011ie Howard of Owensboro; The new officers will
The general reeling among
Robert Underwood, and Jeff Oakley; second row, Mike!
be inanalysts is that the list is at Service 4-28-'70 Kentucky Pur- four daughters, Mrs. Campbell stalled May 3.
Burkmn, Mark Buckingham, Barry Wells, and Reid Hudson;
least due for a technical chase Area Hog Market Report of Murray, Mrs. Ruth Cabbage
third row, Scott Seiber, Forester, Brent Austin, Lynn Rogrecovery soon, even though Includes 10 Buying Stations.
of Sacramento, Mrs. Gwen Case
ers, Mike Alexander, Steve Porter, Mike Skinner, Brian
Receipts 700 Head, Barrows
(Cont!nued From Page I/
there is little in the news to
Warner, and Ronnie Billington.
and Gilts Fully 25 cents Higher; oweashoro
lled
S
; ut
ewoKilight'
sons, Jobra
b°111 C
ol
cheer
traders.
(Corit:num
From Page 1)
thy Stubblefield was the only
Shortly after the opening the Sows, Steady to 25 cents Higher. Howard of Owensboro and Ern
contestant, who received blue
standing and inequalities, ac- UPI marketwide indicator was US 2-3 200-230 1bs42425-24.50, eat Dale of Utica; one sister
and champion.
A few select 1-2 250 higher, Mrs. Katie Nelson of Owens
off 0.09 per cent with 814 issues
Boys public speaking, 11 year cording to a spokesman.
(Continued From Page 1)
As a special project this year, traded. Of these, there were 398 US 2-4 190-240 lbs $23.75-24.25; boro, one brother, Mack How
(Centiaued From Page 1)
olds, Krit Stubblefield, blue and
Mrs. Gertrude Jones, age 90,
US 2-4 240-260 lbs 323.25-23.75; ard er Tyron, Att.; 18 grandMurray
women
and
church
of
declines
and
19'7
advances.
champion; 12 year olds, Steve
clean up of a litter strewn
VS 3-4 260-280 lbs $22.75-23.25; ehidren; 17 great grandchildren a former resident of Murray,
Ling-Temco opened
lower
keep
-Trig with this- raucous char- Camping area near the Eggners
McCuiston, blue and champion, surrounding communities have
SOWS:
Funeral services were held died Sunday in Chattanooga,
migrant
kits
farm
for
prepared
Telephone
American
at
14
/
1
4
and Jimmy Burkeen, blue.
Ferry Bridge. Each scout filled
OS 1-2 270-350 lbs 319.75-20.75; Thursday at the Haley-McGin• Tenn. She was the widow of acter.
1
4.
two large plastic bags with deAgriculture engineering, elec- workers who will be in the area was off % to 48/
US La 300-550 lbs 318.50-19.75; nis Funeral Hoene, Owensboro, Henry Jones.
picking
These
during
season.
Among the electronics, RCA US 2-3
tricity, Matt Brower, blue and
Survivors are two daughters, A Squirrel early this morning bris left by thoughtless camp450-650 lbs $18.00-18.50. and burial was in a cemetery
champion; other engineering, kits contain personal items for gave tip tiz to 2378, while
Mrs.
Roberta Weiner of Omaha, coming straight down the Post
there.
Mike Cunningham, blue and adults, small toys and coloring National Cash Register fell ¼.
Nebraska,
and Mrs. Frances Oak from way up high. He pausThe scouts used the service
champion. Horticulture, Claim books for caildren, and will be to 115%. Magnavox dipped ¼ to
Anderson
of
Chattanooga, Tenn.; ed about thirty feet from the
1
4, Litton
ground to shake himself real projects for requirements in
to
20%.
2
Eversmeyer, blue &net champ- dedicated at the altar during 31/
one
son,
Charles
Henry
Jones
well and scratch the side of his Community service, Conservaion; Animal Science, Carolyn the program. The Fellowship of Burroughs edged up % to 127%,
of Bowling Green.
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
head.
He's as much at home tion and Forestry Merit Badge
/
1
4, and
1
4 to 42
Scott, blue and champion; and the Least Coin will also be pre- Control Data /
Funeral services were held
sented.
General Electric 144 to 707/s.
Patricia Cunningham, blue.
today at two p.m. at the Roy hanging upside down as he is Completion. Fishing and canoeing, courtesy of LSI, authoriright side up.
In the oils, Gulf lost /
Honors in the field of photo1
4 to
WASHINGTON — House Speaker John W. McCormack,commenting M. Lowe Funeral Home, Lowes,
Mrs. W. B. Graves of the First 24/
ties were fun rewards for a jab
graphy went to Laura Jarrett,
1
2. Phillips dipped /
1
4 to WW, On President Nixon's
with
Carl
Scoggins
officiating.
thatlegislation
on
lowering
the
voting
assertion
B.
who received blue and champ- United Methodist Church is gen Texaco /
1
4 to 25, Standard of
Burial was in the Allcock Ceme- A big frog out back sounding well done, Scoutmaster 0.
eral chairman. She is presently Ohio % to 55%. Natomas picked age to 18 is unconstitutional:
Boone said.
ion.
tery.
"From my study I think there's a good chance that the Supreme
off. He was saying "belly deep,
Foods and nutrition, dairy serving as secretary of Church UP % to 26%.
Court will find it constitutional."
belly deep". We have a number
Scouts
participating
were
food, Sandra Stark, purple and Women United.
of smaller ones that say "knee Steve Porter, Mark Buckingham,
-------Other cominittee members.
champion; Debra Tucker, blue;
deep, knee deep".
Mike Alexander, Brent Austin,
Elaine Eversmeyer, red; Foods taking part in the program, was obtained through the Unit- WASHINGTON — Charles E. Brown of Newton, Mass.,in testimony
Robert Underwood, Brian Warnand nutrition, bread, Melanie Mrs. Arlo Sprunger, Immanuel ed Campus Ministry at Murray before the Senate Select committee on Equal Educational Opportunity
Spina in full bloom.
er, Ronnie Billington, Mikel
Norwood, purple and champ- Lutheran, Mrs. William Egnor, State University. He will pen In which he charged american schools are so bad they axe hardly
First Christian, Mrs. J. B. Wilworth integrating:
Burkeen, Lynn Rogers, Bane
ion.
form several appropriate instruMomy doesn't talk. It goes with- Wells, Reid Hudson Mike Skin
The only contestant in the son, First United Methodist, mental and vocal selections "Rather than seeking equality in terms of expenditures, class
out saying.
ner, and J. Wyatt.
area of clothing was Kim Smith, Mrs. Jiles Jackson and Mrs. with an assist from Ruse size, college placement, etc., we must learn to seek equality in
The trash pickup for the rewho received purple and champ- Pete Rutledge, St. John's Bap- Schmidt, guitarist. His select- new terms, in human terms, such as respect, dignity, trust, huma- sidents of the city of Hazel will
Troop 77 meets each Monday
Fellow says the older we get,
tist, Mrs. Charles Moffatt, First
ion.
ions will include "Outside A nity, freedom, responsibility, integrity, py, authenticity, compass- be held on Wednesday, Thursat 6:30 p. in. in the basement
the farther we had to walk
Mrs. Groover
ion,
empathy,
tenderness
and
love,"
Judging the various divisions Presbyterian,
Small Circle of Friends", "The
day, and Friday of this week, acof the Pint Ciwistiati Church.
school in our youth.
were Glen Warren and Noel Parker, Goshen United Method- Great Manella" and "Blowing in
Boys interested in scouting are
cording to Cy Miller, Hazel city
WASHINGTON
mN4em
eneial
—.
Pos
e th
iftm
We
weast
p
(
into
HIGT:
synstB
doer
olGcham
em
loun;warning of an councilman.
Hendricks, agriculture; Mrs. ist, Mrs. John Hine, North Plea- the Wind".
invited to attend.
sant
Grove
Cumberland
Presbe
even
more
quickly
serious
Congress
strike
by
unless
postal
workers
Charlotte Barker, Johnny Dale,
All Church women are invited
Residents are asked to hays
and Curtis Hart, speech; and terian, and Mrs. Mike Gardone, to attend and participate in this approves a postal reform package
their trash out of their houses
Episcopal.
St.
John's
"We are going to have chaos and it's going to be widespread for the truck to pick up on one
There are more than 5,000 t__. There are five known varieties
Mrs. Terrell Darnell, home ecoprogram. A nursery will be proClaude Burkikof, folk singer,
species of wild flowers in Texas. ufsalmon along the
nomics.
vided for the children.
of !ha_ threa_daya.
coast.

t
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Se

Purchase Area
Hog Market

4-H . . . .

May . . . .

Mrs. Gertrude Jones ,
Former Resident, Dies

SEEN & HEARD . .. Troop . . .

Quotes From The News

Trash Pickup At Hazel
Will Be For 3 Days

Pan In

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES
Is
OPEN

We usee
when W I
glass, kn
to the
it is fair
up just
It is all
the but
wheezy
But, whi
up all
things fr
proves 1
cult if r

Met a
was borr
of the

Says he
next to
the May:

The corn
the pre
Calloway
well in
ed that i
sesament
will be
crease in
schools.
fact is t
because
freezes t
If assessz
tax must
the taxpa
he did.

TM only
get more
voted tiu
if mama

would M
school hi
be cut to
received
last year

Twe of
would ev
and Mrs.

"Success
is caused
attitude
capacities
Scott

Places
hedges, v
corners.
such ob:
would do
or reduce
In no ca
have to e
section to
proaching
.21*

Take nett
accidents
by Counci
the Police
incidence
and Story
at any ot
a three ri

NESST.
AND W1LL4 CONTINUE NORMAL OPERATIONS
Applications Are Now Being Taken For Drivers Both
Bob Truck And Tractor Trailer.
gal

Apply In Person At The Terminal -641 South, Murray, Ky.
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think, am
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wrong, di
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